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Djwhal Khul Weekly Spirituality Article
(Complimentary)

May 5, 2007

This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA.  www.TerriNewlon.com

Happy Cinco de Mayo.  This is the first message we have recorded in about a week and 
a half due to Wesak in Sedona being celebrated last weekend. 

You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change 
every Thursday:

By calling:  1.918.222.7201, Box 163
Or by clicking on this link:  http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k

And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest channelled message:  

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek!

I would like to begin with the violet flame, 7th ray violet flame coming up through the 
body to transmute all energies that are not of the Divine, or all energies that might be in 
your energy field that are other than Pure Spirit.  So it can transmute for example, 
maybe a negative thought that you have or an emotional situation that has been 
bothering you, health concerns, anything that does not align with the higher potential is 
dissolved  with the use of the violet colour and particularly with the violet flame.  

Let’s begin next with a golden white light coming in through the crown chakra and here 
we see literally a river of light flowing through the body, as wide as the body, an entire 
river of golden white, just flowing through.  It should begin to really make the cellular 
level of the body start to tingle, or buzz a little bit and respond to the strong flow of 
energies.  

This is a time to affirm daily that you stand in the flow of the Divine light, that you are 
Divine light flowing with creation and that you are invoking the highest good for 
humanity.  

We have passed the sacred Wesak moon.  That Wesak ceremony is available at the 
website for listening, if you want to go there at www.terrinewlon.com .  Then there will 
be more information coming in just a little while, transcript and what not.  You can get 
into, well I think the full story of Wesak is also there.  Feel the energy of Wesak, just 
intuitively, that it is a very important time for all light workers, world servers, and we’ll 
come upon the next new moon and the next full moon, which also falls in May, so it’s a 
blue moon and in this window of time, keep flowing that golden white light, aligning with 
the Divine, asking that all members of humanity be aligned  with the Divine and trusting 
that humanity reaches enlightenment, that humanity awakens  and sings from the heart, 
that humanity understands that it is time to take action toward good.  
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Humanity is stirring now and they want guidance or direction rather than just awakening 
and feeling hopeless or that there is too much to do all at once or that they need to 
spend time to be angry about the past first before they get constructive   We keep this 
Divine flow going, really feel that golden white flowing through the body and in this way 
you serve as a guiding light, just a non verbal reminder that there is a Divine plan that 
one can go with the flow and be aligned with creation or one can struggle against it. 

And of course we want humanity as they awaken, as their souls are touching them now, 
as their souls are wanting to dwell in their physical bodies, we want them to be 
reminded of the vast spiritual support system, of the existence of the Spiritual Hierarchy
and the Planetary Logos, the Office of the Christ, and all the light workers and world 
servers on the etheric level as well as the physical level. 

Angels should be more visible during this time period because, again, they are reminding 
people of their connection with the Divine and you might also find that you are getting 
more guidance than normal.  

Alright, now, there’s probably one area in your consciousness that has been a little bit 
resistant or a bit of a challenge for you over I’d say the last 4 years or so.  Just intuitively 
ask yourself what is that one area? That could be your solar plexus, it could be your 
eyesight, it could be a financial condition, it could be a relationship issue, one area for 
about the last four years that has been a challenge or an obstacle, or in any other way 
been affecting you about that time period, and then we are going to breathe into that 
area and just let it go in the Divine flow of golden white light.  

Now golden white is a healing light, a local Christed healing light and a Cosmic Christed 
healing light. Combined together they are very, very powerful.  So just let that one area 
go, just let it slide into the light and be gone.   Good. 

Alright.  And this has been your weekly spirituality article. 

As always, thank you and I send my love to you  

Djwhal Khul

(Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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